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Introduction
The New York State Smart Grid Consortium is a unique
public-private partnership that brings together the world’s
leading utilities, technology providers, policy makers,
and research institutions to identify opportunities that
promote the modernization of the grid in New York
State. To accelerate the adoption of new technologies,
regulation, and market mechanisms, the NYSSGC seeks
to facilitate collaboration among the various stakeholders
within the State.
The Inventory of New York State Grid-related Research
Capabilities is part of a larger effort to organize and promote
statewide smart grid-related research. The research that
is being conducted by the participating universities will
be a critical enabler in the State’s efforts to advance the
modernization of the grid.
As undertaken by the New York State Smart Grid
Consortium (NYSSGC), this project looked to learn about
the expertise, facilities, active and planned projects, and
other information regarding the universities’ research
efforts, to facilitate collaboration opportunities. In the longterm, the NYSSGC looks to develop a strong, dynamic, and
networked community that supports the modernization
and development of New York’s grid.
The immediate goal of this effort is to identify and promote
research capabilities related to grid modernization
currently underway at universities in New York State. The
results will lead to a second phase that will (a) identify
the gaps where additional research might be needed and
(b) organize, promote and publicize these capabilities
to relevant stakeholders. Ultimately, this will serve as
a guide to the industry in addressing the challenges of
modernizing New York’s grid.

www.nyssmartgrid.com

The Inventory process began with outreach to an initial
group of Schools of Engineering and Departments of
Electrical Engineering at higher education institutions
throughout New York. Upon confirmation of their
participation, an online questionnaire was provided to the
schools’ and departments’ identified point person.
The preliminary outreach was subsequently expanded to
other schools (e.g. public affairs, business) and centers (e.g.
New York University’s Guarini Center on Environmental,
Energy and Land Use Law) belonging to these universities.
The following report provides an overview of the findings
and a description of the projects. The NYSSGC anticipates
using this report to inform the next phase of research and
gap analysis while using the initial findings to facilitate
collaboration among the universities and other key
stakeholders to accelerate grid modernization efforts
throughout New York State.
New York State Smart Grid Consortium
387 Park Avenue South, Third Floor
New York, NY 10016
646-472-2064
info@nyssmartgrid.com
To sign up to receive news and updates
http://nyssmartgrid.com/sign-up/
To learn more about membership
http://nyssmartgrid.com/become-a-member/
To participate in the next phase of research
info@nyssmartgrid.com
@nyssmartgrid
nys smart grid consortium
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CUNY City College of New York
5 projects

City University of New York | City College of New York

5 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

1 Cyber Security for Smart Grids

Electrical Engineering
Department

$160,000

Ongoing

In this project, the various cyber vulnerabilities that a power
system may be subjected to, on its current state and assuming high
penetration of microgrids, will be discussed. The cyber security
of some of the basic Smart Grid architectural components,
such as the intelligent electronic device (IED), SCADA and AMI
will be investigated.

Electrical Engineering
Department,
CUNY Energy Institute

$160,000

Ongoing

In this project, the design and implementation of a smart
controller to optimally manage the energy in microgrids involving
renewable energy sources and storage elements is being
investigated. Aspects related to microgrid operation standards,
such as the rules for synchronization with the grid or islanding
from the grid and the power quality constraints are studied.
Moreover, an optimal control scheme for microgrids, to achieve
several operational, economic and environmental objectives, i.e.
less emissions and/or reduced cost, is being developed. Analysis
of the system scalability, and how individual microgrid controllers
can operate interactively to cover a group of interconnected
microgrids in a smart grid environment, is also investigated.

Electrical Engineering
Department

$160,000

Ongoing

The transition towards more independent distributed electric
power system architectures, namely microgrids, and distributed
power system controls, became a must to meet today’s needs
of improved reliability, robustness and resilience. Optimal
control and operation of microgrids can be achieved using a
well-developed distributed multi-agent structure, where each
individual of a set of coordinated agents performs a function
based on local measurements then a collective control command
is reached by a high-level controller. In this project, we study and
develop several decentralized and distributed power system
control and optimization techniques.

Research Team

Ahmed Mohamed
Tarek Saadawi
Contact

To perform this research,
an experimental test-bed
setup is developed through a
$160,000 grant from the City
University of New York.

Ahmed Mohamed
Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering Department

 amohamed@ccny.cuny.edu
 212.650.6619

2 D
 esign and Implementation
of Smart Microgrid Controller
Research Team

Ahmed Mohamed
Sanjoy Banerjee
Valerio De Angelis
Contact

Ahmed Mohamed

To perform this research,
a 100 kW DC/AC inverter
installation, interfacing 50 kWh
Zn-Ni batteries, will be used.
Moreover, an experimental
test-bed setup is developed
through a $160,000 grant from
the City University of New York.

Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering Department

 amohamed@ccny.cuny.edu
 212.650.6619

3 Distributed Control of Smart Grids
Involving High Penetration
of Renewable Energy
Research Team

Ahmed Mohamed
Mohamed Ali
Contact

Ahmed Mohamed
Assistant Professor,Electrical Engineering Department

 amohamed@ccny.cuny.edu
 212.650.6619

www.nyssmartgrid.com

To perform this research,
an experimental test-bed setup
is developed through a $160,000
grant from the City University
of New York.
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City University of New York | City College of New York

5 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

4 E
 nergy Management and Optimization
of Grid-Scale Battery Storage Systems

CUNY Energy Institute

$200,000

Ongoing

The CUNY Energy Institute seeks to enable utilization of
renewable energy sources by developing novel grid-scale
batteries and MetacapacitorsTM. In this project, we develop
battery management systems and demand side management
algorithms to control a battery storage unit operating at CCNY,
and consisting of a 100 kW inverter interfacing a 50 kWh Zn-Ni
battery bank. The system well represents an operating microgrid,
and provides a unique environment to investigate microgrid
control and optimization experimentally, rather than pure
analysis/simulation.

Ongoing

In this project, the issue of integrating plug-in electric vehicles
(PEVs) to smart grids will be tackled. The microgrid concept
will be used to form what is called a “Smart Charging Park” for
the PEVs in an industrial/commercial workplace or a university
campus. The Smart Charging Park will be powered mainly by a
photovoltaic system. However, it will be connected to the electric
grid. Grid connectivity increases the security and reliability of
the charging park. Moreover, the microgrid, constrained by its
energy availability, may serve as a grid storage asset increasing
the security of the main electric grid itself. The microgrid
infrastructure, the communication layers and networks, and the
distributed control and multi-agent platforms involved will be
investigated. In order to coordinate the charging/discharging
process of the PEVs to significantly mitigate their impacts on the
power grid, several real-time energy management algorithms
(RTEMA) will developed. The developed RTEMAs will aim at
reducing the overall daily cost of charging the PEVs, increasing
the overall efficiency, mitigating the impact of the charging park
on the main grid and contributing to shaving the peak of the daily
load curve. The developed algorithms will be implemented as
control agents inside the vehicles and the control center of the
charging park.

From ConEdison for the battery
system and battery management
systems. Supporting funding
for the whole project covering
development of the batteries
and the management systems
comes from NYSERDA.

Research Team

Sanjoy Banerjee
Valerio De Angelis
Contact

Sanjoy Banerjee
Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Director of the CUNY Energy Institute

 banerjee@che.ccny.cuny.edu
 212.650.5728

5 Smart Charging Parks for Plug-in Electric
Vehicles in a Smart Grid Environment
Research Team

Ahmed Mohamed
Contact

Ahmed Mohamed
Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering Department

 amohamed@ccny.cuny.edu
 212.650.6619

www.nyssmartgrid.com

Electrical Engineering
Department

$160,000
To perform this research,
an experimental testbed setup
is developed through a $160,000
grant from the City University of
New York.
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Clarkson University
5 projects

Clarkson University

5 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

1 Hydrophobic Insulators

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department

NYSERDA

Unspecified

Unspecified

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department

$360,000

Ongoing

Motivation, goals, contribution to the grid and resources
were provided: Address the projected workforce shortfall in
the electric power utility industry. Develop new courses and
programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and update
existing courses. Improved Preparation of Electric Power
Engineers. High Voltage Lab, Power System Protection Lab,
Electrical Power and Energy Research Lab.

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department

$400,000

Ongoing

This project will develop co-optimized generation, transmission,
and DR planning solutions to cope with the impacts of short-term
variability and uncertainty of renewable generation (RG) and
demand response (DR) as well as hourly chronological operation
details of energy storage (ES) and generators. The approach is
to (1) propose a stochastic multiple time-scale co-optimized
planning model that explicitly integrates short-term variability
and uncertainty as well as hourly chronological operation into
long-term planning; (2) develop efficient solution methodologies
and implement on high performance parallel computing facilities.

Research Team

Paul McGrath
Contact

Paul McGrath
Lead researcher,
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department

 mcgrath@clarkson.edu
 315.269.7725

2 Multi-Institutional Curriculum
Development and Delivery to Create
the New Smart Grid Workforce

by DOE

Research Team

Paul McGrath
Tom Ortmeyer
Lei Wu
Contact

Paul McGrath
Lead researcher,
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department

 mcgrath@clarkson.edu
 315.269.7725

3 Stochastic Multiple Time-Scale
Co-Optimized Resource Planning
of Future Power Systems with
Renewable Generation, Demand
Response, and Energy Storage
Research Team

Lie Wu
Contact

Lie Wu

by NSF ECCS

Lead researcher,
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department

 lwu@clarkson.edu
 315.268.3914

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Clarkson University

5 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

4 Stochastic Optimization and Coordination
Control of Demand Response for
Enhancing the Secure and Economic
Operation of Power Systems

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department

$307,709

Ongoing

The objective of this research is to explore novel demand
response management models and robust solutions for both
Aggregators of Retail Consumers and Independent System
Operators, which enable demand response to become a resource
for providing ancillary services and maintaining system security.
The approach is to (1) establish an adaptive price-sensitive load
forecasting model; (2) propose a risk-constrained stochastic
demand response scheduling model for Aggregators of Retail
Consumers; (3) construct a two-stage security-constrained
stochastic scheduling model for Independent System Operators.

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department

$764,546

Ongoing

The Grid Engineering for Accelerated Renewable Energy
Deployment (GEARED) program goal is to develop power
engineering curriculum and launch four regional training
consortiums. Led by U.S. universities, utilities, and industry,
these consortiums will train the next generation of energy
engineers, system operators and utility professionals. EPRI will
receive $4,200,001 and is collaborating with four U.S. universities
and seventeen utilities/system operators to establish the GridTek
consortium in the Eastern United States. This consortium aims to
effectively combine utility and industry research with educational
expertise in power engineering. The project team is empowering
new and continuing education students to become not only
competent and well informed engineers, but also influence major
technological, social, and policy decisions that address critical
global energy challenges.

By NSF ECCS

Research Team

Lei Wu
Contact

Lie Wu
Lead researcher,
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department

 lwu@clarkson.edu
 315.268.3914

5 SunShot Grid Engineering for Accelerated
Renewable Energy Deployment (GEARED)
Research Team

Tom Ortmeyer
Paul McGrath
Lei Wu
Jie Li
GridTek Consortium
Contact

Tom Ortmeyer
Lead researcher,
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department

 tortmeye@clarkson.edu
 315.268.4035

www.nyssmartgrid.com

(Clarkson effort). EPRI distributes
($4,200,001), root source: DOE.
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Columbia University
6 projects

Columbia University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

1 Demand Response in Commercial Buildings

Lenfest Center
(Earth Institute)

NYSERDA

Ongoing

Integrating automated DR (open pre-cooling, light dimin,
etc.) with advanced battery-enabled storage to provide DR
and electricity arbitrage savings for commercial buildings in
metropolitan New York.

Lenfest Center
(Earth Institute)

US National Institute of
Standards and Technology
(NIST)

Research Team

Christoph Meinrenken
Klaus Lackner
Contact

Christoph Meinrenken
Associate Research Scientist,
Earth Institute/Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy

 cmeinrenken@ei.columbia.edu

2 Demand Response in Residential Buildings
Using Electricity Storage
Research Team

Menglian Zheng
Klaus Lackner
Christoph Meinrenken
Contact

Christoph Meinrenken
Associate Research Scientist,
Earth Institute/Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy

 cmeinrenken@ei.columbia.edu

www.nyssmartgrid.com

Ongoing

Peak shaving and load shifting via demand response (DR) have been
identified as one contributor to a smarter grid, with the potential to
increase grid stability, lower the GHG footprint per unit of electricity,
and facilitate integration of higher capacities of intermittent
generation. For residential customers, while time of use tariffs
do exist, providing DR traditionally means shifting the actual
consumption pattern of appliances and thus changing lifestyle (e.g.,
run the electric dryer during the night instead of the day). In such
cases, installing local electricity storage (batteries, compressed air,
etc.) offers the opportunity to provide DR at a building level while
building residents do not actually experience any change in the
electricity usage of their appliances. Instead, the storage is used
as a buffer between demand by the appliances and demand that
is passed onto the grid. In this project, we develop agent-based,
stochastic models to predict residential electricity consumption of
an individual building and its variability from minute to minute, and
season to season. We then focus on the development of optimized
charge/discharge control algorithms that offer maximum electricity
price arbitrage via existing tariffs such that the capital costs from
storage devices and other equipment can be recouped. For some
storage technologies, the building owner’s total cost of ownership
is even lower than without such DR, providing direct incentive to
install such systems and therefore probable support towards a
smarter grid as a whole. The project is sponsored by the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

January 2015
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Columbia University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

3 Electric Transportation Role of Electric
Vehicles and Fleets as Major Electricity
Consumers of Future Low-Carbon Grids

Lenfest Center
(Earth Institute)

Internal

Ongoing

Role of electric vehicles and fleets as major electricity consumers
of future low-carbon grids.

Lenfest Center
(Earth Institute)

Various

Ongoing

This project investigates advanced reversible fuel cells, including
their possible role in sustainable fuel cycles and providing
grid-level storage in the form of liquid hydrocarbon fuels. We
experimentally investigated the performance and durability
of co-electrolysis of CO2 and H2O using state-of-the-art cells.
High initial performance was observed but the long-term
durability needs to be improved. Our recent research involves
studying reaction mechanisms at the negative-electrode that
limit performance and durability, using simplified-geometry
electrodes. We have also recently developed new all-ceramic
nano-structured electrode materials that exhibit exceptional
electrocatalytic performance and could significantly improve the
overall energy use and economics of the CO2-to-fuels system.
Finally, we are beginning to investigate mass production and
automated operation of electrolysis-based CO2-recycling systems
to reduce the manufacturing cost and operating cost respectively.

Lenfest Center
(Earth Institute)

Internal

Ongoing

The purpose of this work is to explore the role that small-scale
methanol synthesis (SMS) can play in enabling liquid fuels to
participate in energy storage for micro-grids at the hourly,
daily and seasonal time-scales for distributed generation
infrastructure. To do this we will focus on a system of high
temperature reversible solid oxide cells paired with residential PV
panels. The reversible solid oxide cells will serve both as storage
mechanism (when generation> demand) or utilize the stored fuel
to supply power (when demand > generation). By doing this, our
liquid fuel vector can enable our reversible cells to participate in
hourly, daily or seasonal energy markets.

Research Team

Christoph Meinrenken
Klaus Lackner
Contact

Christoph Meinrenken
Associate Research Scientist,
Earth Institute/Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy

 cmeinrenken@ei.columbia.edu

4 Recycling CO2 into Sustainable
Hydrocarbon Fuels:
Electrolysis of CO2 and H2O
Research Team

Christopher Graves
Klaus Lackner
Alan West
Contact

Christoph Meinrenken
Associate Research Scientist,
Earth Institute/Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy

 cmeinrenken@ei.columbia.edu

5 Reversible Solid Oxide Cells For
Energy Storage and Power Generation
Research Team

Diego Villarreal-Singer
Klaus Lackner
Contact

Christoph Meinrenken
Associate Research Scientist,
Earth Institute/Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy

 cmeinrenken@ei.columbia.edu

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Columbia University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

6 Targeting Models for Manhattan
and Other Boroughs, Including
Incorporation of New Data Sources

Center for Computational
Learning Systems
(The Fu Foundation
School of Engineering
& Applied Science)

$1,986,753

Past

This was a large-scale multi-year effort between scientists and
students at Columbia and MIT and engineers from Con Edison,
which operates the world’s oldest and largest underground
electrical system. Con Edison’s preemptive maintenance
programs are less than a decade old, and are made more effective
with the use of analytics developing alongside the maintenance
programs themselves. The project developed models that
successfully predicted serious manhole events, that selected
key manholes for vented cover replacement, and that quantified
the impact of a program to inspect all manholes. Previous phase
of the project: 2011:Initial Operational Model for Inspections
(5/1/11-5/31/12 with a partial budget of $449,997). The phase
inputed in this survey is: Targeting Models for Manhattan and
other Boroughs, including Incorporation of New Data Sources
(partial budget of $1,046,930). One other phase incurred in
$489,826 during 8/1/10-1/31/11.

Research Team

Rebecca J. Passonneau
Contact

Rebecca J. Passonneau
Director, Senior Research Scientist,
Center for Computational Learning Systems

 becky@ccls.columbia.edu
 212.8701278

www.nyssmartgrid.com

by Columbia University,
MIT, ConEd

January 2015
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New York University
6 projects

New York University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

1 Analysis of Secondary Networks Having
Distributed Generation Systems

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Polytechnic School
of Engineering)

Con Edison

Past

The objective of this project was to answer two fundamental
questions of DG interconnection with networks: (i) What is the
maximum (total amount of) distributed generation power that
can be safely installed on a secondary network? (ii) What will
happen if all DG’s are disconnected simultaneously? Detailed
models of all system components are utilized in a study that
performs hundreds of time-domain simulations of large networked
distribution systems using the Electromagnetic Transients
Program (EMTP). DGs are allocated in a probabilistic fashion to
account for the uncertainties of future installations. The main
contribution is the determination of the maximum amount of
DG that secondary distribution networks can withstand without
exhibiting under-voltage and overvoltage problems or unexpected
load disconnections. This information is important for network
planning engineers to facilitate the extension of the maximum
penetration limit. The results show that depending on the location,
type, and size of the installed DGs, small amounts of DG may cause
overvoltage problems. However, large amounts of DG may not
cause any voltage problems when properly selected.

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Polytechnic School
of Engineering)

Department of Energy

Past

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates losses of
60 to 80 billion kWh attributable to distribution transformer
inefficiencies, which cost U.S. business and American consumers
approximately $4 billion per year. Currently, there are two basic
arrangements for the iron-cores used to build distribution
transformers: (1) Core-type where the cores are assembled by
stacking laminations and sliding pre-made windings; and (2)
Shell-type where a continuously wound core is cut and wrapped
around the windings a few laminations at a time. In both
arrangements the finished core has air gaps that increase the
magnetizing current and the no-load losses.

Research Team

Francisco De Leon
Contact

Francisco De Leon
Associate Professor,
NYU-Poly/Electrical & Computer Engineering

 fdeleon@nyu.edu
 718.260.3961

2 Development of Toroidal Core Distribution
Transformers to Overcome Distribution
Transformer Inefficiencies
Research Team

Francisco De Leon
Contact

Francisco De Leon
Associate Professor,
NYU-Poly/Electrical & Computer Engineering

 fdeleon@nyu.edu
 718.260.3961

www.nyssmartgrid.com

Toroidal transformers are not currently in use in distribution
systems. Given the lack of experience with toroidal design at
medium and high voltages, efforts have been made to develop
the technology to pass the impulse tests, to study the thermal
performance and to produce a sound mechanical design. Some
of the design issues that have been solved include: Impulse
response; matching the specification of leakage impedance; short
circuit stresses in windings; and thermal analysis.

January 2015
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New York University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

3 Phase-Angle as an Additional Indicator
of Imminent Voltage Collapse in Electric
Transmission and Distribution Systems

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Polytechnic School
of Engineering)

National Grid, LIPA.

Past

A GPS based measurement technique was developed to assist
control room staff in monitoring and making decisions about the
state of electrical power networks. More specifically, the study
explored successfully, including a field test, the use of the phaseangle between two system voltages, one at a strong bus and the
other at a weak bus, as an indicator of imminent voltage collapse
at the weak bus. A paper was published in the International
Journal of Power and Energy Systems, Vol. 29, No. 4, 2009, pp.
282-291, Dec. 2009.

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Polytechnic School
of Engineering)

Con Edison

Past

Con Edison is interested in performing a detailed transient and
steady-state analysis for new 3G Smart Grid concepts. The design
consists of dividing a large low-voltage distribution network
into three smaller sub-networks (sub-networks A, B and C), and
creating two underground automatic loops. This research consists
of an in-depth analysis of the automatic reconﬁguration and selfhealing principles of the next generation (3G) smart grid of a real
metropolitan distribution network. A time-domain (EMTP) model
has been developed and validated by comparing simulations
with recordings of actual transient events. Different switching
and fault scenarios are investigated using this model. Analysis of
the results provides important conclusions on equipment rating,
relay protection coordination, voltage regulation, switching and
operation strategies. This extensive study of a complex urban
network suggests that: 1) before implementation of smart grid
principles, it would be prudent to supplement steady-state analysis
with time-domain analysis to avoid problems, such as installation
of improperly rated equipment, and improper relay-protection
coordination; and 2) EMTP-type programs may be used to conduct
the time-domain analysis, despite the enormous number of
elements contained in an urban network.

Research Team

Zivan Zabar
Contact

Francisco De Leon
Associate Professor,
NYU-Poly/Electrical & Computer Engineering

 fdeleon@nyu.edu
 718.260.3961

4 Transient and Steady-State Analysis
for the 3G Smart Grid Concepts
Research Team

Francisco De Leon
Contact

Francisco De Leon
Associate Professor,
NYU-Poly/Electrical & Computer Engineering

 fdeleon@nyu.edu
 718.260.3961

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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New York University

6 projects

Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

5 Universal Controller for Interconnection
of Distributed Generators with the Utility
Lines at Customer Level Voltages

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Polytechnic School
of Engineering)

Con Edison

Past

The objective of this research was to design, construct and test
the performance of a 25 kVA utility grade prototype controller
capable of protecting the utility from any negative effects of the
interconnection of distributed generation (DG) at customer level
voltages. The controller is universal in the sense that it allows
for the interconnection of all kinds of distributed generators:
synchronous, induction and those that need a power electronic
converter (solar, fuel cell, micro-turbine, etc.). The controller
assures that the IEEE standards 1457 for the interconnection of
DG and utility standards are complied with. Additionally, the
controller cuts the fault current in less than a cycle to prevent
the increase to the short-circuit duty of the already installed
protection equipment. This is especially important in the case of
a synchronous interconnection in locations where the shortcircuit power of the substation breakers is close to its limits.

Guarini Center on
Environmental, Energy
and Land Use Law
(NYU Law School)

New York University
and private donors

Ongoing

Consistent with its role as a policy and market oriented think
tank, the Guarini Center’s work on innovation in electric utility
regulation focuses on four kinds of legal and policy issues of
electric system decentralization:

Research Team

Francisco De Leon
Contact

Francisco De Leon
Associate Professor,
NYU-Poly/Electrical & Computer Engineering

 fdeleon@nyu.edu
 718.260.3961

6 Utility of the Future: Innovation in Electric
Utility Regulation Through Legal and Policy
Issues of Electric System Decentralization
Research Team

Jonathan Schrag
Katrina Wyman
Contact

Danielle Spiegel-Feld
Program Director, NYU School of Law, Guarini Center
for Environmental, Energy & Land Use Law

 danielle.spiegel-feld@nyu.edu
 212.998.6146
Jonathan Schrag
 jeschrag@gmail.com

 New Regulatory Models: An assessment of the opportunities
and challenges to change in the overall process of utility
rate regulation. This work is based on analysis of alternative
regulatory models deployed in U.S. states and in select
international markets, and focuses on both the process of
regulation and its substantive policy goals.
 Comparisons of Rules and Tariffs Affecting Distributed
Generation: An assessment of innovative approaches toward
integrating distributed generation into electric distribution
networks, such as net metering, standby charges, LDC gas
charges, and rights of way.
 Alternative Distributed Generation Project Structures:
Development of regulatory and financial roadmaps for potential
new project structures, such as utility owned, community
coops, or campus projects.
 Resilience and Energy Infrastructure: An analysis of how
communities, utilities and regulators incorporate the
priorities, costs and benefits of resilience into existing energy
infrastructure planning processes.

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
27 projects

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

27 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

1 A Study of Emission Leakage
from New York under the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

NYISO

Past

Unspecified

Electrical, Computer and
Systems Engineering
Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Ongoing

Unspecified

Chemical & Biological
Engineering Department

Integrative Graduate Education Past
and Research Traineeship
(IGERT) from National Science
Foundation (NSF)

Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

2 Bidirectional Isolated Soft Switching DC/DC
Converter for High Power Application
Research Team

Leila Parsa
Contact

Leila Parsa
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering

 parsa@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.6388

3 Bit Torrent-Inspired Decentralized
Management of Residential Distributed
Energy Resources
Research Team

Unspecified

Wayne Bequette
Contact

Wayne Bequette
Lead researcher, Chemical & Biological Engineering

 bequette@rpi.edu
 518.276.6683

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

27 projects

Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

4 CERTS Power System Research:
Mapping Energy Futures with
the SuperOPF Planning Tool

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab

Past

Unspecified

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab

Past

Unspecified

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

National Science Foundation
Engineering Rearch Center
(ERC)

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

5 CERTS Power System Research:
The Impact of new Energy and
Environmental Regulations
on the Future Reliability and Costs
of Electric Power
Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

6 Center for Ultra-wide-area Resilent
Electric Energy Transmission (CURENT)
Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.ed
 518.331.6186

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Project Details

Department

$/Source

Status

Summary

7 Defending Synchrophaser Data Networks
Against Gray Hole Attacks

Electrical, Computer,
and Systems Engineering
Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF) for Engineering Research
Centers (ERC)

Past

Unspecified

Mechanical, Aerospace
& Nuclear Engineering
Department.

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Ongoing

Unspecified

Electrical, Computer,
and Systems Engineering
Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF) for Engineering Research
Centers (ERC)

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Biplab Sikdar
Contact

Biplab Sikdar
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer,
and Systems Engineering

 sikdab@rpi.edu
 518.276.6664

8 Demand-Response PEV Charging Control
in Smart Grids for Renewable Supply
Utilization and Hedging and Transfer
for Forecast Risk
Research Team

Sandipan Mishra
Contact

Sandipan Mishra
Lead researcher, Mechanical, Aerospace & Nuclear Eng.

 cmishrs2@rpi.edu
 518.276.2020

9 Detection and Defense Against
Data Manipulation Attacks in Networks
Carrying PMU Data
Research Team

Biplab Sikdar
Contact

Biplab Sikdar
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer,
and Systems Engineering

 sikdab@rpi.edu
 518.276.6664

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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10 Development of SuperOPF Planning Tool

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

NYISO

Ongoing

Unspecified

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences).

Ceralink, Inc.

Past

Unspecified

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

NYISO

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

11 Eliminating Transmission Line Losses
Through Replacement of Shield Wires
with the Use of Arresters
Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

12 Facilitating Environmental Initiatives
While Maintaining Efficient Markets and
Electric System Reliability
Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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13 GaN-Based High-Frequency
Power Conversion

Center for Future
Energy Systems

Boeing

Past

Unspecified

Center for Future
Energy Systems

NYSERDA/Ultralife

Past

Unspecified

Center for Future
Energy Systems

ARPA-E/Teledyne Scientific

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering; Center Director, Center for Future
Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

14 Integrated Multiple Energy Storage
System Technology (iMEST)
Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering; Center Director, Center for Future
Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

15 Integrated Power Chip Converter
for Solid-State Lighting
Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering; Center Director, Center for Future
Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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16 Multi-Terminal HVDC System Control
and Hardware-in-the-Loop Test-bed

Center for Future
Energy Systems

NSF/DoE

Ongoing

Unspecified

Provost Department

NYISO

Past

Unspecified

Electrical, Computer,
and Systems Engineering
Department

NYSERDA

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering; Center Director, Center for Future
Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

17 NYISO: Incorporation of Intelligent Agents
in an Electric Power Market Simulator
Research Team

Joe Chow
Contact

Joe Chow
Lead researcher, Provost

 chowj@rpi.edu
 518.276.6374

18 New York State Phasor
Measurement Network
Research Team

Biplab Sikdar
Contact

Biplab Sikdar
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer, and Systems
Engineering

 sikdab@rpi.edu
 518.276.6664

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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19 Optimal Offshore Wind Power
Generation Systems: Create a
Design Process for Offshore Wind
Generation Systems

Electrical, Computer and
Systems Engineering
Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Ongoing

Unspecified

Center for Future
Energy Systems

ARPA-E/GE

Ongoing

Unspecified

Provost Department

Global Climate
& Energy Program
(at Stanford University).

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Leila Parsa
Contact

Leila Parsa
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer
and Systems Engineering

 parsa@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.6388

20 Resilient Multi-Terminal HVDC
Networks with High-Voltage
High-Frequency Electronics
Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer
and Systems Engineering; Center Director,
Center for Future Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

21 Scalable and Flat Controls for
Reliable Power Grid Operation
with High Renewable Penetration
Research Team

Joe Chow
Contact

Joe Chow
Lead researcher, Provost

 chowj@rpi.edu
 518.276.6374

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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22 Stability and Control of Cluster
Converters Connected to Weak Grid

Center for Future
Energy Systems

GE Global Research Center

Past

Unspecified

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

NYISO

Past

Unspecified

Center for Future
Energy Systems

NYSTAR

Past

Unspecified

Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer
and Systems Engineering; Center Director,
Center for Future Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

23 SuperOPF Planning Tool Development
and Application to New York
Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

24 The Future Electricity Distribution
Grid of New York State:
A Test-Bed Validation
Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer
and Systems Engineering; Center Director,
Center for Future Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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25 The Impact of New Environmental
Regulations on the Future Reliability
and Costs of Electric Power

Department of Economics
(School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences)

National Energy
Technology Lab

Past

Unspecified

Electrical, Computer and
Systems Engineering
Department

GE Global Research Center

Past

Unspecified

Center for Future
Energy Systems

NSF

Ongoing

Unspecified

Research Team

Daniel Shawhan
Contact

Daniel Shawhan
Lead researcher, Economics Department

 shawhd@rpi.edu
 518.331.6186

26 Ultra-Reliable Deepwater Electrical Power
Distribution System & Power Components
Research Team

Leila Parsa
Contact

Leila Parsa
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer and Systems
Engineering

 parsa@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.6388

27 Voltage Stability and Control in Smart Grid
Research Team

Jian Sun
Contact

Jian Sun
Lead researcher, Electrical, Computer
and Systems Engineering; Center Director,
Center for Future Energy Systems

 jsun@ecse.rpi.edu
 518.276.8297

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Project Details
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Status

Summary

1 CyberSEES: Type 1: Integrated
Communications and Power Management
Architecture for Supporting Cellular
Base Stations Operation Using Renewable
Energy in a Microgrid Configuration

Computer Engineering
Department
(Kate Gleason College
of Engineering)

$300,000

Ongoing

This project investigates techniques to power cellular network
base stations from renewable sources (wind turbines and
photovoltaic modules) in order to address cellular networks’
carbon footprint and resiliency concerns. To better manage
operation and increase resiliency, base stations are clustered in
small groups in a microgrid configuration. In this configuration,
cellular traffic management is integrated with the operation of
local renewable electric power generators and energy storage,
forming a single power and communication sustainable smart
infrastructure system. Consequently, this project is developing
an integrated management system by (a) researching algorithms
that use next-day weather forecasts to predict the short-term
available renewable energy, (b) studying algorithms to predict
the cellular traffic-dependent power consumption, and (c)
investigating algorithms that will integrate the information
from (a) and (b) to shape the traffic at base stations to maximize
operation powered from renewable sources while also
maintaining communication quality within limits.

Research Team

National Science Foundation

Collaboration with
University of Pittsburgh

Andres Kwasinski
Contact

Andres Kwasinski
Associate Professor,
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
/Computer Engineering

 axkeec@rit.edu
 585.475.5139

The outcomes from this project will help overcome barriers
challenging the use of renewable energy and will increase the
resiliency of cellular networks to allow continued operation
under extreme events. Also, the outcomes from this project will
be of value in other applications, such as demand-response and
sustainable operation of data centers and other networks.

2 Microgrid-Grid Cooperation for
Improving Economic and Environmental
Cost and Grid Resilience
Research Team

Nenad Nenadic
Contact

Nenad Nenadic
Senior Staff Engineer and Research Faculty,
Golisano Institute for Sustainability

 nxnasp@rit.edu
 585.475.4109

www.nyssmartgrid.com

Golisano Institute
for Sustainability

NYSERDA

Ongoing

Golisano Institute for Sustainability is investigating the benefits
of using Multi-Agent Systems in the practical implementation of
microgrids that enables cooperation between microgrids and
the utility. This project analyzes the model of non-utility owned
microgrids and analyzes a framework that promotes microgridgrid collaboration and thereby provides the potential for both
microgrid owners and utility companies to benefit from the
increased microgrid penetration. Specifically, GIS builds the
framework and agents for the main microgrid actors: distributed
generation, distributed storage, and distributed load, as well
as microgrid itself. The agents will encapsulate the low-level
controls of the system, improve its extendibility, flexibility, and
resilience, and will also keep track of their energy, economic, and
environmental costs. The modeling will be assisted by using real,
high-resolution data from the GIS microgrid.
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3 Using Local Storage and Generation
to Achieve Flexible Demand
for Charging Electric Vehicles

Golisano Institute
for Sustainability

NYSERDA

Ongoing

Golisano Institute for Sustainability is executing a demonstration
study to investigate and document approaches for flattening the
expected energy demand peaks by using local energy storage
(batteries) and local energy generation (photovoltaic and fuel
cells). The time-of-use rates are carefully considered as both
constraints and as tunable parameters for optimization of the
overall performance. The unique existing infrastructure, including
four electric vehicle charging stations 50 kWh of Li-ion storage, 40
kW of GIS on-site photovoltaic energy generation, and integrated
monitoring system leverages the work. The demonstration is
based on real charging patterns of different PEV models captured
at GIS’s four charging stations; the New York State weatherdependent, real-life solar generation patterns; and measured
efficiency and aging of two types of battery storage (the existing
lithium-ion and a new sodium-based pack).

Research Team

Michael Thurston (PI)
Contact

Nenad Nenadic
Senior Staff Engineer and Research Faculty,
Golisano Institute for Sustainability

 nxnasp@rit.edu
 585.475.4109
Michael Thurston
Lead Researcher

 mgtasp@rit.edu
 585.475.6550

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

1 Prediction of Supply and
Demand in the Smart Grid

School of Business

Unspecified

Ongoing

The goal of the project is to understand the user adoption
and behavior with smart grid and the operational influence
of weather prediction on smart grid.

Research Team

Sanjay Goel
Kevin Williams
Christopher Thorncroft
Contact

Sanjay Goel
Chair and Associate Professor, Information
Technology Management, School of Business

 goel@albany.edu
 518.956.8323

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

1 Algorithm Development
for Dynamic State Estimation

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Thomas Watson School of
Engineering and Applied
Science)

$50,000

Ongoing

The project is to develop robust algorithms for estimating
dynamic states of a power system using PMU data and
dynamic models. With the increasing complexity resulting
from uncertainties and stochastic variations introduced by
intermittent renewable energy sources, responsive loads, mobile
consumption of plug-in vehicles, and new market designs, more
and more dynamic behaviors are observed in everyday power
system operation. To operate a power system efficiently and
reliably, it is critical to adopt a dynamic paradigm so that effective
control actions can be taken in time.

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
(Thomas Watson School of
Engineering and Applied
Science)

$100,000

Ongoing

The proposed research study explores two concepts that can be
mapped into computable measures – security profile and control
effectiveness, both of which are originated by the proposer. The
objectives are to use them as planning and operations criteria
for maintaining and improving the reliability of the evolving grid
through exploiting the increasingly available high sample rate
monitoring devices and fast control devices.

Research Team

Ning Zhou

Department of Energy (through
a subcontract from PNNL)

Contact

Eva Wu
Professor, Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department

 evawu@binghamton.edu
 607.777.4375

2 Electric Grid Reliability Improvements
Utilizing Security Profile and Control
Effectiveness Analysis
Research Team

Eva Wu
Contact

NYSERDA

Eva Wu
Professor, Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department

 evawu@binghamton.edu
 607.777.4375

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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Project Details

Department
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Summary

1 CPS: Synergy: Collaborative Research:
SMARTER - Smart Manager for Adaptive
and Real-Time Decisions in Building
ClustERs

University at Buffalo/
Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace
Engineering

$200,000.00/NSF

Ongoing

In this research, a synergistic decision framework is established
for temporally, spatially distributed building clusters to work as an
adaptive and robust system within a smart grid. The framework
includes innovative algorithms and tools for building energy
modeling, intelligent data fusion, decentralized decisions and
adaptive decisions to address theoretical and practical challenges
in next-generation building systems.

University at Buffalo/
Department of Electrical
Engineering

$12.5 million / Florida Power
& Light Company who was
managing DOE funds.

Finished

Gateway 2 Power is a $12.5M DOE program to develop the next
generation energy workforce. This program partners with over 10
colleges and universities and industry.

Research Team

Kemper Lewis
Contact

Kemper E. Lewis
Professor and Chair,
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

 kelewis@buffalo.edu
 716.645.2682

2 Gateway to Power” Development of
Innovative Strategic Electric Power,
Renewable Energy, and Smart Grid
Workforce Training
Research Team

Harvey Stenger
Stella Batalama
Contact

Stella Batalama
Professor and Chair,
Department of Electrical Engineering

 batalama@buffalo.edu
 716.645.1147

www.nyssmartgrid.com

Goals/Objectives:
• Train professionals at all levels of the utility hierarchy to
implement future innovations in Smart Grid and clean
technology systems
• Provide continuing education programs to upgrade skills
Targeted Benefits:
• Jobs created and retained
• High-tech training in cutting-edge Smart Grid technologies
• Efficient service to customers from the use of state-of-the-art
technologies
• Workplace-ready graduates prepared to resolve crossdisciplinary engineering
• Issues confronting the electric power industry
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3 Strategic Training and Education in Power
Systems (STEPS)

University at Buffalo /
SUNY Buffalo State College

U.S. Department of Energy

Ongoing

A new joint effort by the University at Buffalo and Buffalo State
College will improve green jobs training for undergraduate and
graduate students at both institutions as part of a federally funded
program to transform the electrical grid into a “smart grid.”

Research Team

Mohammed Safiuddin, PhD

The partnership between UB and Buffalo State is part of a larger
consortium headed by Syracuse University and including the
University at Rochester, Clarkson University and Onondaga
Community College, part of the Strategic Training and Education in
Power Systems (STEPS) program of the U.S. Department of Energy.

Contact

Kimberly Kriz
Executive Officer
Ed.M., Harvard University

 kkriz@buffalo.edu
 716.645.1044

4 Towards An Efficient AC Optimal Power
Flow & Global Optimizer Solutions” from
the Consortium for Electric Reliability
Technology Solutions (CERTS)
Research Team

HyungSeon Oh

University at Buffalo/
Department of Electrical
Engineering

$75,000/Consortium for
Electric Reliability Technology
Solutions (CERTS)

Ongoing

The objective of this project is to develop an algorithm that can
used to find an optimizer for solving a nonlinear AC optimal
power flow (AC OPF) problem in near real time. AC OPF is the most
detailed model available for finding an optimal operation point
for a power system. As it is represented in the polar coordinate
system, AC OPF is highly nonlinear, and, therefore, it can be
impractical to find an algebraic solution to the problem.

Contact

HyungSeon Oh
Assistant Professor
Ph.D., Cornell University

 hso1@buffalo.edu
 716.645.1022

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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1 Ambient Visualization of Smart Appliance
and Generator Activities

Computer Science
Department

Applied Visions, NY-LI
Ceiva, CA

Ongoing

Casual users often have little literacy to read, and are even
phobic to, plots and graphs which makes these users less
inclined to explore their use of energy. This project would devise
a framework that illustrates energy conception and current use
by ways of artistic modification of digital photos and artwork
displayed on WiFi connected popular digital photo frames,
decorative wall mounted displays, computer wallpapers, smart
phone dis¬plays and others.

Mechanical Engineering
Department

Nextek

Ongoing

Our work looks to create an automated control scheme for a
microgrid that is either islanded or connected to the electrical
grid. This algorithm will optimize the overall electrical usage in
the system to save the most energy cost. The system will consist
of multiple renewable energy sources including wind turbines,
solar cells, etc. We will use simulation models to model the
microgrid as well as building a working system in our laboratory
to test and refine our algorithm. A deterministic model, which
treats loads and power as constant parameters as well as a
probabilistic model will be built. The probabilistic model will treat
the load and power as random variables. This control scheme will
be used in the manufacturing environment to reduce the facility’s
dependence on the grid and to save energy costs. (Nextek)

Computer Science
Department

Department of Energy

Ongoing

Stony Brook is developing software “sensors” that can be
embedded into the programs running on Smart Grid devices.
These sensors can detect new attacks spreading through the
network and automatically alert other smart grid devices of
the attacks. The other devices can then take steps to protect
themselves from the attack. This technology can prevent the
unconstrained spread of worms on the smart grid.

Research Team

Arie Kaufman and Klaus Mueller
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

2 Automated Microgrid Control Scheme
Research Team

Qing Chang
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

3 Automated Smart Grid Security Monitoring
and Mitigation
Research Team

Rob Johnson
Contact

William M. Worek
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies,
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

 william.worek@stonybrook.edu

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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4 Design Methodologies for Low Power 3-D
Integrated Circuits

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Ongoing

Power consumption has become the fundamental barrier to
further expanding the capabilities of modern integrated systems.
Thus, energy efficiency has emerged as a critical challenge for
many applications ranging from low power mobile/embedded
chips to high performance data centers. Three-dimensional
(3-D) integration has received considerable attention in the
past decade to alleviate this issue. The primary objective of this
research is to develop a reliable framework to facilitate highly
heterogeneous and tightly coupled 3-D systems-on-chip (SoCs)
for substantially complex applications, where plug-and-play
based approaches are not sufficient. This objective is achieved
by simultaneously enhancing three interdependent design
constraints of critical importance to this framework: power,
signal, and sensing integrity. The proposed circuit- and physicallevel design and analysis methodologies will serve as a novel
framework to produce highly heterogeneous, low power yet
robust 3D SoCs. (NSF)

Mechanical Engineering
Department

UTS, NYSERDA, MTA

Ongoing

In an effort to reduce petroleum consumption and gaseous
emissions, MTA is interested in replacing current diesel and
hybrid diesel-electric buses with electric ones. It is expected that
by utilizing electric buses, MTA can reduce its carbon footprint
as well as suppress operating and maintenance costs. Stony
Brook University is partnering with Unique Technical Services
LLC to provide to MTA optimized designs for different New York
City routes. Electric bus design is based on data collection from
existing buses, simulation and analysis, as well as prototype
construction and testing. Optimal designs account for battery
pack sizing, traction motor and drivetrain selection, and auxiliary
systems use.

Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering
(College of Engineering
and Applied Sciences)

$3,000,003

Ongoing

Based on the proprietary technology (provisional patent),
three main components are to be developed:

Research Team

Emre Salman
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

5 Design Optimization of Electric Buses
for MTA New York City Fleets
Research Team

S. Mamalis
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

6 Electrical Grid Monitor System (EGMS)
Based on Modern Sensor, Communication
and Computational Technologies
Research Team

Serge Luryi and Michael Gouzman
Contact

Fundraising

1. Inexpensive, robust, and non-intrusive sensors for current
and voltage
2. The communication network
3. The information processing and visualization system

Peter Shkolnikov
Deputy Director, Center for Sensors

 peter.shkolnikov@stonybrook.edu
 631.632.1483

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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7 EnergyScout: Consumer End Visual
Analytics Framework for Understanding
Household Energy Consumption

Computer Science
Department

NSF, LIPA, NGC

Ongoing

The introduction and gradual popularity of energy consumption
monitoring devices, commonly known as smart-meters, has
provided us with an opportunity of capturing and understanding
household energy. Our interface provides various visualizations
in which users can interactively explore their energy use profiles.
They can select and compare different time segments of their
profiles and show them in context of local weather (obtained
from a weather service), social activities (obtained from a
calendar), and the use of their household devices (obtained
from the user via a visual user interface). Our visual interface
aggregates all this information into a modern multi-faceted
information visualization framework that can be interactively
manipulated to allow users to learn where, when, and how energy
was consumed . Once the sources of adverse energy consumption
have been identified users can employ the historical data to play
out different use behaviors and see the effect on energy use, as
well as the size of the energy bill. They can also use the software
to predict future, or replay past, energy consumptions with
changed habits, devices, and their settings. The insight gained
can then lead to positive energy use behavior change of the
consumer, which is of benefit to everyone involved.

Department of Chemistry

Department of Energy

Unspecified

In situ methods can allow direct interrogation of a battery
electrode in its native environment, without exposure of the
surfaces to ambient air, moisture, and other reactive and
deleterious substances. In operando analysis can illuminate
changes occurring within a battery material under real use
conditions. Such measurements require an understanding of
the use conditions of the battery coupled with the ability to
collect the data under controlled environments. For example,
crystallographic in situ analysis of electroactive material can
provide insight into the material reduction mechanism with
the confidence that no structural change or decomposition
occurred as a result of material removal from the cell or postprocessing. At the National Synchotron Light Source (NSLS) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, the formation of silver metal
from the reduction of Ag2VO2PO4 can be clearly observed at
the electrode–electrolyte interface within a lithium-Ag2VO2PO4
electrochemical cell, where the progression of the reduction
reaction through the thickness of the cathode can be monitored.
This insight amplifies the point that full understanding of an
electrochemical reaction in an active battery requires knowledge
of the material status as a function of location within the cathode
as well as the overall properties of the cathode material.

Research Team

Klaus Mueller
Contact

William M. Worek
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies,
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

 william.worek@stonybrook.edu

8 In-situ and In-operando Analysis
of Energy Storage Materials
Research Team

Esther S. Takeuchi
Kenneth J. Takeuchi
Amy C. Marschilok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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9 Integrated Production Line
and HVAC System

Mechanical Engineering
Department

General Motors

Past

We have created an integrated thermal and production
system model to optimize energy and monetary savings in a
manufacturing plant. Utilizing simulation methods we have
combined the two largest energy consumers in a manufacturing
facility: the production line and the HVAC system. By joining these
two systems we created an overall control scheme to coordinate
shut offs of certain machines without any throughput loss on the
production line. These timed shut offs are called opportunity
windows. The opportunity windows for the production line is
synced with the peak periods of energy demand for the HVAC
system to optimize the energy cost savings.

Research Team

Qing Chang
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

www.nyssmartgrid.com
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10 Lithium Batteries for
High-Power Applications

Department of Chemistry

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Ongoing

New applications such as hybrid electric vehicles, power
backup and power tools, require rechargeable batteries that
combine high energy density with high charge and discharge
rate capability. The current generation of lithium-ion batteries,
while meeting many of the criteria required for laptops and other
portable electronics, are too slow to charge and discharge, and
are associated with safety issues. My group is engaged on a joint
synthesis and characterization program, aimed at understanding
how electrode materials (anodes and cathodes) function, why
they fail, and how to make better materials. In particular we use
solid-state lithium NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) to track the
Li ions as they move through the lattices.

Research Team

Clare Grey
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

Our current DOE-supported work focuses on the cathode material
Li(NiMn)oS02. This material is of particular interest, because
it is free of cobalt, unlike the commercial Li-ion battery, which
uses LiC002 as the cathode. Cobalt is undesirable both from a
toxicity and cost standpoint. Our joint research program with
our collaborator at MIT, Prof. Gerbrand Ceder, has lead to an
improved cathode material with much higher discharge and
charge rates. The work was featured this week in the journal
Science (17 February 2006: Vol. 311, pp. 977 - 980) (DOE, Office
of FreedomCAR). In a related program supported by an NSF
Approaches to Combating Terror-ism Grant, we synthesize and
characterize nanoparticles of LiC002, Li(NiMn)Q.S02 and related
materials. The smalier nanoparticles are expected to show
much higher rate capabilities, and may be suit¬able for HEV
applications.. Our NSF-DMR program work is more exploratory
and high risk. Here, we are looking at a variety of novel and
potential electrode materials, which include oxysulfides,
fluorides and oxynitrides. Novel strategies are required if
batteries with much higher capacities are to be found. (NSF)
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11 Low Power Clocking Methodologies
for Nanoscale CMOS Circuits

Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department

Semiconductor Research
Corporation

Ongoing

Existing methodologies to reduce power dissipation either trade
performance or utilize the available (positive) timing slack.
Sacrificing performance to achieve low power is feasible only for
a small set of applications. Alternatively, exploiting the available
slack to reduce power dissipation significantly increases the
number of critical paths, making the circuit more susceptible to
static and dynamic variations. This research aims to significantly
reduce power consumption by focusing on the global and local
clock distribution networks within a synchronous IC, while
maintaining the same performance. The primary objective
is to develop a novel low voltage clocking methodology that
guarantees nearly same performance as full voltage operation,
robust to both dynamic and static variations, and can be
automated to produce the optimum operating conditions.
Simultaneously satisfying these three conditions will enable
to reliably and automatically apply the proposed low voltage
clocking technique to industrial synchronous circuits with an
expected overall power reduction of up to 35%. (Semiconductor
Research Corporation)

Materials Science &
Engineering Department

Sensor CAT at Stony Brook

Ongoing

We have developed a number of technologies for nanomaterials:
Carbon Nanotube and Graphene 2-D and 3-D structures, metal
and dielectric thin films deposition and processing (amorphous
C, diamond-like carbon, Si, SiC, different metals), CVD, thermal,
plasma deposition and etching. These technologies are used
in energy storage applications (batteries and supercapacitors)
and nano- and bio-sensors. We also developed state-of theart testing facilities for sensors and electrical energy storage
systems. We are open for collaboration with the members of the
Advanced Energy Center interested in these applications of the
nanomaterials for energy storage and sensors. (Sensor CAT)

Research Team

Emre Salman
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

12 Nanomaterials and Nanostructures
for Energy Storage Applications
Research Team

Vladimir Samuilov
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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13 New Materials for Stationary Grid-Scale
Energy Storage

Department of Chemistry

NYSERDA

Ongoing

The vast majority of recent battery research investment
has focused on the important problem of electrical energy
storage for transportation applications. The successes of
these investments and electric vehicle development will shift
substantial transportation energy demand from oil-supplied
to grid-supplied, and will consequently put even further stress
on the already over-stressed electrical grid. This vision requires
the development of new battery chemistries and materials for
stationary electrical energy storage applications with enhanced
cycling, deep discharge capabilities, safety, and low cost. This
represents a major research challenge and opportunity. The
key to battery based stationary electrical energy solutions
will be in new chemistries and new mate¬rials with enhanced
properties for the stationary application including high energy
density, deep cycling, long cycle life, safety, and low cost.
Specifically, our group will focus on synthesis, characterization,
and electrochemistry of low cost environmentally friendly anode
materials. The elements to be used are naturally abundant, with
lower cost and less environmental impact than many electrode
materials in common use today. The overall objective of this work
is development of novel anode materials for low cost large scale
secondary batteries. Collaboration with Brookhaven National
Laboratory will be leveraged to enable utilization of advanced
synchrotron and electron tools to characterize the novel
electrical energy storage materials. (NYSERDA)

Research Team

PIs: Esther S. Takeuchi (SBU and BNL)
Kenneth J. Takeuchi
Amy C. Marschilok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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14 Novel Materials Yielding High Energy,
High Power, and Improved Reversibility

Department of Chemistry

Department of Energy

Ongoing

This project will provide mechanistic in¬sight and fundamentally
advance the three key performance metrics for energy storage:
energy density, power delivery, and reversibility. These goals
will be realized through development and study of a new class
of energy storage materials. The project materials will provide
opportunity for a multifold improvement in theoretical energy
density over state of the art energy storage materials. A challenge
to successful implementation of high-stability cathode materials
for energy storage is overcoming their typically low electronic
conductivity. The novel materials studied here will form in-situ
conductive metallic networks, providing a materials design
approach that will enable use of nanomaterials and enhance
energy density. One metal ion of the material is reduced to the
metallic state and will provide an in-situ conductive network
which will enable the use of small particles by minimizing the
inter-particle contact resistance. This should provide high power
to enhance the discharge and charge rates possible. Additionally,
this family of com-pounds will provide multiple electron
transfers per formula unit to yield high energy content. Finally,
these materials should facilitate the opportunity for enhanced
electrochemical reversibility since the host superstructure will
provide ion transfer channels that allow facile ion movement.

Research Team

Esther S. Takeuchi (SBU and BNL)
Kenneth J. Takeuchi
Amy C. Marschilok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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15 Self-powered Wireless Sensor Technology
for Monitoring the Health of Electric Power
Transmission Systems

Mechanical Engineering
Department

Center of Excellence Wireless
Ongoing
and Information Technology at
Stony Brook University (CEWIT)

Research Team

Yu Zhou
Xin Wang
Peisen Huang
Contact

LeeAnn Iassogna
Senior Administration Officer, The Center of Excellence
in Wireless and Information Technology

 LeeAnn.Iassogna@cewit.stonybrook.edu

Status

Summary
Our objective is to investigate a novel energy-saving sensor
architecture for the wireless sensor network technology used
in monitoring electric power transmission systems. The heavy
public dependence on electric power transmission demands
superior capabilities of monitoring and diagnosis in order
to maintain the health and extend the life of electric power
transmission systems and prevent catastrophic failures. Remote
sensing using the wireless sensor network provides a practical
solution to efficiently diagnose weak and failing components in
the field. A set of wireless sensing nodes will be distributed in the
electric power transmission system under monitoring, with each
node attached to a tower, connector or another critical point.
Each wireless sensing node consists of one or more sensors and
a wireless transceiver. The sensor will monitor the status of the
associated component in the electric power transmission system,
registering all the required parameters. Based on the remote
sensing, most of the time corrective maintenance actions can be
taken to prevent catastrophic failures, which would otherwise
lead to severe power outages and require laborious emergency
operation. Our research focuses on two aspects:
1) Investigating the feasibility of using electromagnetic field
energy generated by the power lines support the sensors, in order
to eliminate sensor reliance on batteries which require periodic
replacement. Solar energy is another candidate. 2) Wireless
communication networks which support efficient sensory data
transmission with minimal energy consumption: Each sensor
will be attached to a wireless transceiver for data inquiry and
transferring. Candidate communication techniques include
ZigBee, Blue- tooth, power line communication, etc. (CEWIT)
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16 Silicon Carbide Electronics
for Electrical Energy Generation,
Storage and Utilization

Materials Science
and Engineering

DOE, DOD, NSF, NASA

Ongoing

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a wide bandgap semiconductor with
exceptional physical properties that make it highly suitable for
electronic and optoelectronic devices operating under high
temperature, high power, high frequency and/or strong radiation
conditions. SiC-based electronics and sensors can operate in
hos¬tile environments (600°C) where conventional silicon-based
electronics (limited to 350°C) cannot function. Performance
gains from SiC’s exceptional properties offer economically
large performance benefits to the aircraft, automotive,
communications, power, and spacecraft industries. Complete
realization of the potential of such SiC-based devices will directly
impact the need for materials capable of operating under
extreme environments, improve electrical energy storage and
efficient solid state lighting; three critical areas identified by the
Department of Energy for addressing future energy requirements.
Over the past 15 years, our research group has worked on a
number of sponsored projects devoted to control and elimination
of defects that degrade the performance and reliability of SiC
power devices through understanding the fundamental nature
and behavior of defects, their on device performance. Availing the
advanced characterization facilities at SBU and BNL and working
in close collaboration with crystal growth, process modeling
and device fabrication groups, considerable reduction in crystal
defects and near elimination of micropipes, a “killer” defect, as
well as capability of growing large substrates has been achieved.
We continue to develop novel approaches to enable wide scale
adoption of SiC to pressing energy technologies.

Research Team

M. Dudley
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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17 Smart-Grid Data De-Duplication

Computer Science
Department

NetApp, CT

Past

Smart-Grid data is likely to be massive and arrive from millions
of homes nation-wide. We are developing custom data
deduplication techniques to eliminate most redundancy in the
data. This allows the data to be more easily disseminated, stored,
and backed up. Traditional backup systems can get as much as
a 40-60x size reduction from customer dedup techniques (much
better than traditional local compression). Deduplication is a
popular component of modern storage systems, with a wide
variety of approaches. Unlike traditional storage systems,
deduplication performance depends on data content as well as
access patterns and meta-data characteristics. Most datasets
that have been used to evaluate deduplication systems are
either unrepresentative, or unavailable due to privacy issues,
preventing easy comparison of competing algorithms. Understanding how both content and meta-data evolve is critical to
the realistic evaluation of deduplication systems. We developed
a generic model of file system changes based on properties
measured on terabytes of real, diverse storage systems. Our
model plugs into a generic framework for emulating file system
changes. Building on observations from specific environments,
the model can generate an initial file system followed by ongoing
modifications that emulate the distribution of duplicates and file
sizes, realistic changes to existing files, and file system growth. In
our experiments we were able to generate a 4TB dataset within
13 hours on a machine with a single disk drive. The relative error
of emulated parameters depends on the model size but remains
within 15% of real-world observations.

Computer Science
Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF), LIPA, NGC

Ongoing

We will develop new visualization and interaction paradigms,
using the Reality Deck, for the SCADA system of the future. The
RealityDeck is an immersive Giga-pixel display wrapping around
a room of size 40’ x 30’ x 11’ high, containing 416 LCD display
screens driven by an 70 graphics processing unit (GPU) cluster
that rivals the performance of modern supercomputers. The
RealityDeck will fully immerse visitors in 1.5 billion pixels of
information, approaching the visual acuity of the human eye.
It will allow national energy grid analysts to manage the smart
grid’s large, multi-variate data, maintain a comprehensive view
of the nation’s complex energy infrastructure and quickly react
to emerging prices or problems and take preventive measures
before they arise.

Research Team

EMC & Data Domain, NJ

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

18 Smart Grid National Energy Control Center
Research Team

Arie Kaufman
Klaus Mueller
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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19 Smart-Grid Distributed Data Backup
and Recovery

Computer Science
Department

Falcon Stor, NY-LI

Ongoing

Smart-Grid data is important to backup and recover, as it may
come from millions of homes nation-wide. We are developing
distributed methods to back this data up in multiple locations,
and gradually merge it to reach a few central/replicated
locations where analysis on this data can be done more centrally.
Distributed, structured data stores such as Google’s Big Table,
Hadoop’s HBase, and Facebook’s Cassandra use a cluster of
machines, each running a database-like software system called
the Tablet Server Storage Layer or TSSL. A TSSL’s performance
on each node directly impacts the performance of the entire
cluster. We found that the performance of such distributed
systems often depends on the performance of their individual
TSSL nodes. We are developing an efficient, scalable, multitier storage architecture for tablet servers, called GTSSL. Our
system can use any layered mix of storage devices such as
Flash SSDs and magnetic disks. Our experiments show that by
using a mix of technologies, performance for certain workloads
can be improved beyond configurations using strictly two-tier
approaches with one type of storage technology. We utilized,
adapted, and integrated cache-oblivious algorithms and data
structures, as well as Bloom filters, to improve scalability
significantly. We also support versatile, efficient transactional
semantics. We found that our system is 3-10 times faster than
existing systems; that using proper data structures, algorithms,
and techniques is critical for scalability, especially on modern
Flash SSDs; and that one can fully support versatile transactions
without sacrificing performance.

Stony Brook in partnership
with Farmingdale College

$25,293,801

Ongoing

Long Island Power Authority, Stony Brook University, and
Farmingdale College are creating a Smart Energy Corridor along
the Route 110 business corridor. The project demonstrates
the integration of a suite of Smart Grid technologies on the
distribution and consumer systems, such as smart meters,
distribution automation, distributed energy resources, and
electric vehicle charging stations. The project also includes
testing cybersecurity systems, using Smart Grid technologies to
enhance efficiency and reliability of the distribution network,
identifying optimal combinations of features to encourage
consumer participation, and educating the public about the tools
and techniques available with the Smart Grid.

EMC & Data Domain, NJ

Research Team

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

20 Smart Grid Regional Demonstration:
Long Island Smart Energy Corridor
Research Team

Eugene Feinberg
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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21 Smart-Grid Trace Data Analytics
and Synthesis

Computer Science
Department

IBM, NY

Ongoing

We are collecting large traces from actual nodes in a smart grid,
analyzing them to extract the main features, and then producing
tools and techniques to synthetically generate simulated smartgrid data that is as accurate as the original. This allow us to avoid
privacy issues, avoid the need to disseminate large traces, and
yet be able to experiment with much larger-scale smart-grids (i.e.,
using Long Island smart-grid data, we could simulate a statewide or even nation-wide smart-grid data). I/O traces are good
sources of information about real-world workloads; replaying
such traces is often used to reproduce the most realistic system
behavior possible. But traces tend to be large, hard to use and
share, and inflexible in representing more than the exact system
conditions at the point the traces were captured. Often, however,
researchers are not interested in the precise details stored in a
bulky trace, but rather in some statistical properties found in the
traces—properties that affect their system’s behavior under load.

Ongoing

In conjunction with anonymization of smart-grid data, we are
developing appropriate security policy enforcement mechanisms
that allow users to access only the data they should have access
to, based on their role or security clearance. We will ensure
that all access is logged securely in a non-repudiable manner,
and generate period reports for Security Officers to review.
Our model aims and security and simplicity. We define four
security roles: Security Officer, Network Administrator, Data
Administrator, and User. The security officer is able to create and
revoke all other users. The Network Administrator is in charge
of configuring the networking aspects of the system, such as
firewalling, IP addresses, and DNS. The Data Administrator can
create regular Users and cryptographically protected volumes,
called crypto-shares. These CryptoShares can be accessed by
various protocols such as SFTP and Samba: physical data is
always encrypted. Every action in the CryptoShares is logged and
encrypted. Automatic reports are generated periodically about
all actions that took place; administrators can generate such
reports manually at any time, store them securely off-site, as well
as email them.

EMC & Data Domain, NJ
Google, NY.

Research Team

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

22 Smart-Grid Data Security Policy
Enforcement, Non-Repudiation,
and Privacy
Research Team

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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23 Smart Meter Security Testing

Computer Science
Department

Department of Energy

Ongoing

We will perform security evaluations of smart grid devices.
Evaluations will include (1) black box testing, i.e. feeding random
or malformed inputs to the devices and observing whether they
handle the inputs correctly, crash, or otherwise misbehave; and
(2) manual evaluation, i.e. testing functionality on correct inputs
and verifying that no dangerous functions, such as debugging
interfaces, are present in production versions of the devices.

Computer Science
Department

Department of Energy

Ongoing

We will create tools to find, and in some cases automatically fix,
security bugs in smart grid software. These tools will help find
buffer overflows, SQL injection bugs, format string bugs, and
similar security-critical vulnerabilities.

Materials Science &
Engineering Department

National Science Foundation
(NSF)

Unspecified

3D CuO nanogrids have been synthesized by direct thermal
oxidation of composite substrates consisting of a Cu mesh
and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) nanofibers de¬posited on it by
electrospinning. The CuO nanostructures composed of networks
of continuous, self-supported, and 3-D par¬ticles, crystals and
nanorods, providing increased surface area, porosity, and extensive open networks. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
high-resolution trans¬mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy analy-sis of the thermally
treated samples reveal that a unique 3D CuO nanostructure
occurs by Cu diffusion within the PVP nanowires covering the
copper substrate and upon the subsequent oxidation of this
metallic core once the polymer is removed. The average diameter
of the CuO grains is 30 nm and the calculated band gap energy is
1.33eV. The high reversible capacity and good cycle stability of
the unique 3D CuO nanogrids electrode makes it very promising
for lith-ium battery applications. (NSF)

Research Team

Rob Johnson
Contact

William M. Worek
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies,
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

 william.worek@stonybrook.edu

24 Software Security for Smart Grid Devices
Research Team

Rob Johnson
Contact

William M. Worek
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies,
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

 william.worek@stonybrook.edu

25 Synthesis of Tailored 3D CuO Nanogrid
for Lithium-ion Battery Applications
Research Team

Perena Gouma
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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26 The Impact of Storage Software
and Aging on Power Consumption

Computer Science
Department

IBM

Ongoing

Power management in storage systems is an important research
area. We plan to investigate the impact of the following on power
consumption in the storage stack: different file systems, file
types/sizes, application/ usage patterns, aging, drivers and OS
software, types of hardware (e.g., SCSI vs. SATA), virtualization
and storage layers, and more. We will use tracing and replaying,
as well as synthetic workloads, to evaluate the power
consumption of storage systems. We plan to publish our results
at a conference such as Usenix FAST. Saving power (aka “green”
computing) is one of the most important factors in computing for
the foreseeable future. Nothing short of the future of our planet is
at stake. Many customers are reporting nowadays that the costs
to run data centers are dominated by power and cooling needs.
This project will provide a lot of data to help customers as well
as IBM itself to optimize power consumption at customers’ sites.
This work will lay the foundations to design new storage software
with power savings in mind, which we hope to accomplish in
future years.

Computer Science
Department

Storage Networking Industry
Asso-ciation, CA

Ongoing

Smart-Grid data contains lots of sensitive information. And yet
that data is very useful for researchers nation-wide to analyze,
so they can investigate better techniques to manage smartgrids. We will develop different levels of anonymization of the
data, trading off the level of anonymization with the usefulness
of the remaining data: the more anonymization is applied, the
harder it is to discern details about individual users, but the less
valuable that data becomes to researchers. We are developing
tools to read traces in any format, and convert them into industry
standard DataSeries format. We are also developing tools that
can convert DataSeries format traces into other useful formats,
such as MySQL databases and spreadsheets. Our tools let us
selectively remove and anonymize specific parts or fields in any
trace. We are also able to encrypt and checksum parts of traces:
these fields can be selectively decrypted with cipher keys given to
users of those traces. This system allows for a maximum range of
privacy as needed on a per-customer basis.

Research Team

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

27 Tools for Smart-Grid Trace Dissemination
and Anonymization
Research Team

Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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28 Using Crowd-sourcing to Optimize Smart
Grid Visualization Methods and Paradigms
for Popular Use

Computer Science
Department

Department of Energy, LIPA

Unspecified

Mainstream users often have little literacy to read plots and
graphs which makes these users less inclined to explore their
use of energy. In order to test what visualization paradigms can
lead to better energy use awareness and behavior we have been
integrating the various visualization methods to be tested into an
online game environment. When participating in the game, users
must optimize their energy use in a given virtual household using
a subset of the visualizations tested. The hypothesis is that once a
large number of users play the game, those who achieve the best
results likely also used the best visualizations to monitor their
energy consumption. For optimal impact, we decided to create
a Facebook-resident game since it offers a high penetration
factor. Our game also allows users to purchase more energyefficient household devices, given a certain budget and personal
preferences. We have a database for (electric household) items
used in the game, where we store energy-related specifications
but also other product-specific data, such as price, performance,
dimensions, a picture, and others. A visual selection interface
for household items can then be used to pick the most suitable
device for the virtual household. In fact, the virtual household
could even mimic the user’s own household, and so the game and
its outcome also represent good practical value for the user.

Computer Science
Department

Department of Energy

Unspecified

Energy consumption information recorded from devices or
households is a type of time-series data. For purpose of feedback
and analysis, this data is very commonly represented as line
charts, bar charts or area charts. They are widely accepted,
very intuitive to understand and can represent detail of
information in short time span; but, for a larger time scale, these
representations fail to provide any analytical insight about
energy profile in concern. In this work, we place the time series
energy consumption data onto an outward spiral. The width
of the line represents magnitude and color represents per unit
cost in a variable cost rate structure. The user can interactively
define what time period is mapped onto one full circle and hence
can figure out otherwise unknown repetitive pattern and also
outliers visually. Our visualization works as a snapshot of user’s
consumption behavior, showing patterns and anomalies. Hence
this can act as a detailed profile of any household, device or
community and can be utilized for analysis and comparison.

Research Team

Arie Kaufman
Klaus Mueller
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

29 Visualizing Energy Consumption on an
Interactive Spiral Graph
Research Team

Klaus Mueller
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu
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30 Visual Interfaces to Support
Smart Grid Analytics

Computer Science
Department

IBM, NY

Ongoing

Smart grid data analytics typically involves multivariate data in
which relationships are difficult to discern without an interactive
visual interface. This project would build on a currently-unfunded
research collaboration between Mueller and Zadok and devise
such a visual framework and suite specifically for smart grid data
analytics.

Ongoing

Most utility meters (gas, electric, water) in New York State are
operated off-line and require human intervention for meter
reading, resulting in meter usage data that is available only once
every 1-3 months. This research project focuses on developing
state-of-the-art wireless meter reading technologies that can
be retrofitted onto existing utility meters, particularly natural
gas meters. The technology uses industry-standard hardware
and protocols for the wireless data exchange, which leverages
cost and avoids a single-source supplier. Meters can be read
multiple times daily with the results sent over the internet to
utility companies. Usage information can also be sent into the
house to the home¬owner, providing an indication of the direct
cost and usage of energy in real time. Additionally, techniques
for high-resolution metering are being developed that can be
used to track the energy consumption and efficiency of major
home appliances. The technology can also readily be extended to
control and limit energy usage to further save energy.

EMC, MA
Google, NY

Research Team

Klaus Mueller
Erez Zadok
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

31 Wireless Utility Monitoring and Control
and for Efficient Energy Utilization
Research Team

Jon P. Longtin
Samir R. Das
Satya Sharma
Contact

LeeAnn Iassogna
Senior Administration Officer, The Center of Excellence
in Wireless and Information Technology

 LeeAnn.Iassogna@cewit.stonybrook.edu
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32 Workload-Aware Storage Architectures for
Optimal Performance and Energy Efficiency

National Science Foundation
Computer Science
(NSF)
Department. Stony
Brook University (in
collaboration with Harvard
University and Harvey
Mudd College)

Research Team

Erez Zadok
Arie Kaufman
Contact

Jim Smith
Assistant Vice President of Economic Development,
Advanced Energy Center

 jim.smith@stonybrook.edu

$/Source

Status

Summary

Ongoing

The most significant performance and energy bottlenecks in a
computer are often caused by the storage system, because the
gap between storage device and CPU speeds is greater than in
any other part of the machine. Big data and new storage media
only make things worse, because today’s systems are still
optimized for legacy workloads and hard disks. The team at Stony
Brook University, Harvard University, and Harvey Mudd College
has shown that large systems are poorly optimized, resulting in
waste that increases computing costs, slows scientific progress,
and jeopardizes the nation’s energy independence.
First, the team is examining modern workloads running on
a variety of platforms, including individual computers, large
compute farms, and a next-generation infrastructure, such as
Stony Brook’s Reality Deck, a massive gigapixel visualization
facility. These workloads produce combined performance and
energy traces that are being released to the community.
Second, the team is applying techniques such as statistical
feature extraction, Hidden Markov Modeling, data-mining, and
conditional likelihood maximization to analyze these data sets
and traces. The Reality Deck is used to visualize the resulting
multi-dimensional performance/energy data sets. The team’s
analyses reveal fundamental phenomena and principles that
inform future designs.
Third, the findings from the first two efforts are being combined
to develop new storage architectures that best balance
performance and energy under different workloads when used
with modern devices, such as solid-state drives (SSDs), phasechange memories, etc. The designs leverage the team’s work
on storage-optimized algorithms, multi-tier storage, and new
optimized data structures.
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1 Multi-Institutional Curriculum
Development and Delivery to Create
the New Smart Grid Workforce

Electrical Engineering &
Computer Science
(College of Engineering
and Computer Science)

$3,000,000

Ongoing

Syracuse University in partnership with SUNY at Buffalo,
SUNY Buffalo State College, Clarkson University, University of
Rochester, and SUNY Onondaga Community College, as well as
industry partners National Grid, New York Power Authority, and
New York State Smart Grid Consortium, has been establishing
multi-institutional multi-disciplinary academic programs that
will protect the jobs of utility and manufacturing personnel and
educate and train those transitioning to or entering the Smart
Grid workforce.

Research Team

Chilukuri Mohan
Contact

Tomislav Bujanovic
Research Associate Professor, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Department of Energy

 tbujanov@syr.edu
 315.443.4583
Chilukuri Mohan
Lead researcher, College of Engineering and Computer
Science/Electrical Engineering & Computer Science

 mohan@syr.edu
 315. 443.2322
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University of Rochester
1 project

University of Rochester

1 project

Project Details

Department

$ / Source

Status

Summary

1 Smart Grid Training Program:
Development of New Laboratories
That Introduce Relevant Power
Systems Concepts to Students
Not in EE Power Programs

Electrical & Computer
Engineering Department
(School of Engineering &
Applied Science)

$600,000

Past

This project involved a number of schools in upstate New York.
Our piece at the University of Rochester was to develop new
undergrad laboratories that introduce some relevant power
systems concepts for students not in EE power programs. We
also developed a wireless power monitor device suitable for
measuring and transmitting all the relevant power parameter
for a single-phase circuit in a building on the university campus
and then transmitting this data through the university wireless
network to a dedicated server where the data is stored and can
be viewed using a browser.

Research Team

Thomas Jones
Contact

Thomas Jones

Department of Energy +
matching funds from ECE Dept

Professor Emeritus, School of Engrg. & Applied Science
/Department of Electrical & Computer Engrg.

 jones@ece.rochester.edui
 585.275.5233
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Appendix
Survey Questionnaire
1. Number of projects
2. Projects information
		 a. Project Title
		 b. Lead Researcher(s)
		c. School(s)
		d. Department(s)
		 e. Project Summary (Include a concise overview of the essential elements of the project.)
		 f.

Type of Project (Scientific, Analytical, Other)

		 g.	Project Motivation and Context
(What propelled the initiation of this project? What was the problem, gap or issue that motivated its development?
Consider factors such as market needs, current trends, root causes, barriers, and opportunities.)

		 h.	Project Goals
(Specific target results to be delivered by the project and that contribute in achieving the aim. Measurable desired,
estimated or achieved.)

		 i.

Project Resources (For example: research laboratories, other research facilities and equipment.)

		 j.

Estimated Total Project Budget

		 k. Source of Funding (For example: NYSERDA, DOE, private sponsors.)
		 l.

Status. Past/Ongoing

		 m. Starting Date/Ending Date
		n. Phase (For example: formulation, fundraising, execution.)
		 o.	Contribution to the Modernization of the Grid
(For example: market potential, potential power system and societal benefits.)
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